
Exhibition Calendar & Artist Statements:

New Art City Festival 2021: Exhibition Calendar

March 15:
NAC Venue Opening

New Art City kicks off the festival by debuting our own multiplayer livestream venue. Stay
tuned for a livestream performance lineup and introduction to the festival.

March 16:
Otrus Extraviadus - Mundo Otrus (Colombia)

We are Otrus Extraviadus, an artistic collective from Bogotá, Colombia started by three
artists. Otrus Extraviadus is a latent body in continuous implosion and expansion. we
are the same unfolding and inhabiting different dimensions, that give us the possibility of
multiple faces. This mythical manifesto is an action, an activity, a movement and it would
not be possible if it did not invoke exchange, encounter, becoming, chance and
friendship. Otrus Extraviadus opens spaces to poetic and political events through the
construction of networks of affection and online-offline experiments.

March 17:
Sofia Crespo + Entangled Others (Germany)

March 17:
SOUND OBSESSED - Group show by Portrait XO, Hexorcismos, Dadabots, Reeps One
(Germany)

March 18:
Music for Painting by Peretsky & Angelina Ruiz (Puerto Rico)

MUSIC FOR PAINTING: an interactive sonic gallery by Peretsky and Angelina Ruiz
Sounds and virtual layout by Peretsky (Max Alper). Paintings by Angelina Ruiz.

Use your cursor and arrow keys to move around the virtual gallery space. Stand in the
middle of the four central panels to crossfade amongst the four compositions
simultaneously and create a unique texture of layers that differs in dissonance just as
much as it converges in consonance.

Walk past each of the four individual panels to enter an isolated sound chamber that
plays only one of the four compositions in each corner of the space.

This collection of works is dedicated to the unbearable feeling of lack of productivity due
to loneliness and desperation during quarantine. Here’s to a future where people can
congregate in person once more.

https://www.notion.so/New-Art-City-Festival-2021-Exhibition-Calendar-ad4a842d39354c35b7e6725257d1773d
https://www.instagram.com/otrusextraviadus/
https://sofiacrespo.com/
https://entangledothers.studio/
http://soundobsessed.com/
https://www.instagram.com/peretsky/
https://www.instagram.com/angelinaruiz__/


March 19:
R. Tyler 3D Music Video by d0n.xyz and omiindustriies (USA)

R. Tyler is an algorithmic composer of electronic music active since 2006. Debuting is a
3D multiplayer music video for an unreleased track, built using graphics from modular
synthesizer designer omiindustries, and an experimental timeline sequencer built by
NAC co-founder d0n.xyz.

March 19:
on and on and on and on and on by Jackie Turpin (USA)

In March of 2020, myself and millions of others were laid off due to Covid-19. I became
hopelessly addicted to social media, scrolling and scrolling endlessly. Trying to outlet my
pent up anxiety only seemed to generate more. In May of 2020 George Floyd was
murdered by Minneapolis Police which ignited a wave of national protest the scope of
which hasn't been seen since the marches for civil rights in the 1960s. Though millions
participated passionately in demonstration after demonstration, what was produced in
the short term seemed to be little more than endless marching, endless livestreams,
endless infographics, endless scroll.
Music by Jake Turpin

March 22:
ANTIPHON by Andrew Blanton + Sebastian Batali + Aditi Raja (USA)

At its core ANTIPHON is an exploration in the poetics of networked audio and the
infrastructure of the internet. Seeking to understand if it is possible to feel connected in a
virtual performance environment, ANTIPHON is centered around a volumetric sound
sculpture/instrument controlled remotely via Max/MSP in real time and synchronously
broadcast across every audience member's browser. The virtual chamber creates an
environment where audience members can gather to watch the performance of a 3D
audiovisual composition.

March 22:
Peter Basma-Lord - Looking Out // Looking Over (UK)

Pulled between places and pulled between people. A document of my mum's formative
years living between Sierra Leone, Lebanon, and England. Of loss. Of longing. Of
belonging.

March 23:
Skin Garden by output.field (USA)

Output Field will be hosting its debut exhibition: Skin Garden, showcasing audio-visual
explorations of skin, flesh and bodies. Output Field is a placeless mutual care network
for experimental artists, curators, and venues. Its mission is to neutralize the canon by
connecting artists across mediums and time zones. This exhibition is a fundraiser: all

https://rtyler.bandcamp.com/
http://d0n.xyz
https://www.omiindustriies.com/
http://d0n.xyz
https://www.instagram.com/jackie__turpin/
http://andrewblanton.com/
https://peterbasmalord.com/
https://www.instagram.com/output.field/


proceeds go towards the featured artists, a 2021 residency program, operating costs,
and the deconstruction of gatekeepers in the arts.

March 23:
Dismal Sessions 001-021 Tour by Most Dismal Swamp (UK)

A return to the swamp: Take a guided tour of Dismal Sessions 001-021, which originally
debuted in September 2020.

March 24:
Tape Mixtures by Hernando Fereira & Jonah Rabb (USA)

Inspired by Hye Jean Chung’s Media Heterotopias (2018), artists Hernando Fereira and
Jonah Rabb create a space revealing how the production of DJ mixes—and their digital
distribution—conceal labor practices.

Whereas mixes played on the radio or in clubs were ephemeral and inaccessible, digital
consumption allows for the preservation and proliferation of mixes stripped of any
identifying metadata. Even when origins can be identified, digital music often lacks the
detailed credits which accompany physical media.

Tape Mixtures emphasizes the collaboration and transnational labor underlying DJ
mixes, bringing the labor normally rendered invisible into stark relief and highlighting the
relations of production in the internet age.

March 24:
Eat Me - Alice Yuan Zhang (USA)

"What’s your digital diet like these days? It's okay to be here. Compost your virtual
traumas in this soft and liminal digestive sequence...

A cocoon beyond quarantine downs and scrolling spirals,

eat me

treats weary cyborgs to a process of antiviral remedials, somatic totems, hyphal
rewebbings, and viscous mental furniture. Load into slowness, shelter, intelligence,
agency. Feel better soon."

links: aliceyuanzhang.com, @aliceyuonzhang

March 25:
Tropical Meridional Fiction by Henrique Fagundes, Oendu de Mendoça, Juno Rain and
Henrique Montagne (Brazil)

http://www.mostdismalswamp.com/
https://www.instagram.com/partyavantharde/
https://www.instagram.com/weekendread/
https://www.notion.so/New-Art-City-Festival-2021-Exhibition-Calendar-ad4a842d39354c35b7e6725257d1773d
http://aliceyuanzhang.com/
https://www.instagram.com/henriquefagundesss/
https://www.instagram.com/0endu/
https://www.instagram.com/mauricioigor/
https://www.instagram.com/henriquemontagne/
https://www.instagram.com/henriquemontagne/


Tropical Meridional Fiction is about a fiction of Brazilian identity. Through the individual
perspectives of the artists, themes that concern its complexities are strained, through
territorial factors, individual subjective experiences and digital responses to questions
that arise from these conditions. Working with these specific and diverse realities we
seek to attempt to search the poetic possibilities inside the impossibilities of this national
fiction.

March 25:
Danielle Brathwaite Shirley (UK/Germany) - To Be Announced

Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley is an artist working predominantly in digital media to
communicate the experiences of being a Black Trans person. Their practice focuses on
recording the lives of Black Trans people, intertwining lived experience with fiction to
imaginatively retell Trans stories. Spurred on by a desire to record the "History of Trans
people both living and past" their work can often be seen as a Trans archive where Black
Trans people are stored for the future. Throughout history, Black queer and Trans people
have been erased from the archives. Because of this it is necessary not only to archive
our existence, but also the many creative narratives we have used and continue to use
to share our experiences.

Danielle's work has been shown in MU-Gallery, Focal Point, Science Gallery, MU,
Barbican, Tate ,Les Urbains as well as being part of the BBZ Alternative Graduate Show
at the Copeland Gallery.

An online component of their work can often be found at daniellebrathwaiteshirley.com

March 26:
Corsica Studios Venue Opening(UK)

London's best underground club Corsica Studios takes their venue off world for a secret
afterparty vibe to close down New Art City's anniversary festival. Stay tuned.

March 26:
Where We Go From Here - Delta_Ark (USA)

Where We Go from Here presents three different public installations: The Beacon,
Dream Catcher & The Light Atlas. Each piece consists of sculptures and projected
poems for, respectively, Occupy Wall St., The Squatter's Rights Movement and The Anti
Eviction Mapping Project.

http://blacktransarchive.com
http://daniellebrathwaiteshirley.com/
https://www.instagram.com/corsica.studios/
https://www.notion.so/New-Art-City-Festival-2021-Exhibition-Calendar-ad4a842d39354c35b7e6725257d1773d

